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Introduction

results and whether this is related to user search behavior, Summon’s relevance algorithm, or a combination of the two.

The University of Southern California (USC) Libraries’ adopted Summon as its discovery solution
in 2010. Since installing it as the default search option on the Libraries’ homepage usage numbers have
steadily increased, reaching over 3 million searches
in 2014.1 Despite this heavy use, there are still many
students, faculty and librarians who express various
levels of frustration or ambivalence about it. A common complaint is that known item searches often return “unexpected results.” Librarians at other institutions have reported similar comments, such as finding
“unpredictable,” “erratic” results, or even “irrelevant
junk” when searching their institution’s unified search
system.2 Although these Google-like library search
boxes have been shown to appeal to novice users as
an intuitive starting place,3 Lundrigan found that
those who were trained to use specialized databases
were less likely to give high ratings to discovery services.4 Because of their prominent position on library
websites, discovery layers need to meet the needs of
both novice and power users.5 Based on these mostly
anecdotal critiques of discovery layers we decided to
conduct a quantitative study to gather evidence about
how successful Summon was in returning relevant
results. Our aim was to better understand when and
why USC’s discovery service returned “unexpected”

The Challenge of Relevancy
One of the reasons why providing relevant results
is so vital for any search tool is because most users
tend to only look at the first page of results and many
only click on the first item in the results list.6 Jansen
and Spink speculate that the reason behind this behavior may be due to “the increasing ability of Web
search engines to retrieve and rank Web documents
more effectively.”7 This theory implies that relevance
algorithms shape user behavior, yet two other studies suggest otherwise. After presenting students with
a list of ten Google results in reverse order Pan et
al. found that students “were heavily influenced by
the position of items in the results list”8 and Keane
et al. found that users are often “misled by the presented order of the items.”9 Keane et al. speculated
that this reliance on top results might be explained
by what has been labeled “satisficing”: the tendency
to choose the easiest and most convenient path, one
that leads to “good enough” information rather than
the “best” information.10 Satisficing can also be understood as a coping mechanism for dealing with information abundance and overload.11 Since it would
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be a monumental task to look through millions of
results, users tend to accept what is on the first page,
revise their search, or abandon the search tool altogether if useful results are not found near the top
of the list.12 Once users find a search tool that consistently and reliably delivers relevant results at the
top of the list they are reluctant to leave this comfort
zone.13 If a user feels overwhelmed by results, that
has been recognized as a sure sign that something is
wrong with the relevancy algorithm, since the number of results returned does not matter when the best
results are at the top of the list.14 In other words, the
fact that Google is never criticized for returning “too
many” results is a testament to its excellent relevance
algorithm.15
Successful search tools, like Google, continuously
adapt and adjust their ranking algorithms as they encounter user behaviors that might otherwise impede
the provision of relevant results. For instance, numerous studies have shown that users tend to construct
simple or ambiguous queries when searching for information online.16 This simplistic searching, in turn,
places enormous pressure on algorithms to produce
high quality results,17 since users provide limited “signals” to be of much help.18 Asher argues that making
search tools easier to use has “counterintuitively” led
to lower quality, “unreflective” search behavior.19 Regardless of these debates over cause and effect, user
search behavior and search tools can be best understood as interdependent, working in perpetual concert, reinforcing, influencing, and adapting to the
other.
A search tool’s ability to adapt to both technological changes and evolving user expectations in order
to consistently provide relevant results can inspire intense loyalty. The inverse is true as well: a search tool
that fails to adapt, will be quickly abandoned.20 Libraries are all too familiar with the consequences of failing to adapt our search tools.21 This is where web-scale
discovery services come in—they have been marketed
as a way to “return researchers to the library,” and one
way they are trying to accomplish this is by providing
more relevant results.22
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Relevancy and Web-Scale Discovery
ProQuest acknowledges that they looked “to open
web search technologies that set the bar for user expectations” by providing “highly relevant results”
when creating Summon.23 Yet, soon after library discovery services were developed, concerns arose over
the relevancy of results,24 and in the last year known
item searching has come under even more scrutiny.25
For example, Roger Schonfeld, in a 2014 Ithaka S+R
Report, presented “attitudinal data from library directors” regarding discovery systems. “Respondents indicated that indexed discovery services had broadly
improved exploratory searching, but that this was less
the case for known-item searching.”26 Marshall Breeding also recently stated that although discovery services have made some improvements in the “handling of
known item searching,” they still struggle, especially
with items that have one-word and/or common word
titles, such as Nature or Time.27 Brent Cook, the Director of Product Management for Discovery Services
at ProQuest, explained, in a recent e-mail exchange,
that they are well aware of the problems surrounding
known item searching in Summon and are working
on solving this “challenging” issue.28 As we wait for
vendors to improve the relevancy of their results, this
study is an attempt to better understand the extent
and scope of the problem, while also getting a clearer
picture of how users approach searching for known
items in discovery systems.

Related Studies
There have been numerous studies published about
discovery services since they were first introduced in
2007. Of particular interest for this study are those
that used transaction log analysis to better understand
how users interacted with library search tools, those
that manually classified search queries or results, and
those that rated the relevancy of results.

Transaction Log Analysis
Transaction logs capture data about the actions executed in an online system. Transaction log analysis (TLA) involves extracting this data, and looking
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for patterns to better understand how searchers approach and interact with a system, with the overall
goal of improving the system’s design and functionality.29 The advantages of TLA are that it is inexpensive
and unobtrusive and can provide large quantities of
“real world data.”30 The weaknesses of TLA are that it
can be very time consuming and it does not provide
contextual information about users: demographics,
satisfaction-level, details about the information need
or overall search experience.31 TLA has been used to
better understand user behavior when searching a
wide range of search tools, in both libraries and on
the open web.32
McKay and Buchanan compared the initial queries users entered when searching four different search
tools from the library’s homepage: the library catalog,
EBSCOHost, Gale, and Google Scholar. Some of their
most interesting findings had to do with the cause of
failed searches: typographical errors and the practice
of copying and pasting formatted and unedited citations.33 In 2013 McKay and Buchanan followed up on
their previous study, this time examining search queries conducted before and after the implementation of
a discovery solution.34 Their intention was to “mine
the specific impact that the introduction of web-scale
search had on search behavior.”35 These two studies
depict users’ impulse towards entering longer queries when searching for known items. The 2011 study
found users entered shorter queries in the library catalog, but longer ones when searching databases and
Google Scholar. This suggests queries are formulated
differently depending on an understanding of the
search tool. In 2013, McKay and Buchanan noticed
that users started the year entering longer, more specific known item queries in the discovery service, but
by the end of the year shorter queries were more common. They concluded that users were learning and
adapting their behavior based on the failures and successes of different search types.36 Users’ willingness to
adapt to the search tool rather than abandoning it for
not behaving as expected is reassuring. Yet, the fact
that library discovery systems struggle to process longer, more complex and precise queries is a concern.
ACRL 2015

Query and Relevance Classification &
Judgments
In addition to extracting queries from transaction
logs, some researchers also manually classified the
searches executed in a library search tool in order to
discern user behavior patterns. Meadow and Meadow
classified and rated queries from Summon’s logs with
the aim of understanding “how the single search box
model is being utilized.”37 Their study investigated
search type and quality but did not examine results
returned. Chapman et al. categorized website search
queries to investigate what users were searching for
and “whether the structure of search results pages
reflect[ed] those needs.”38 In particular they wanted
to assess whether their default search option “performed…well for searches in the ‘long tail’ (i.e., the
vast number of searches conducted only a handful of
times).”39
Zhang conducted a usability study with graduate
students to compare their “subjective assessment of
search results” from Primo and Google Scholar. They
observed that, although the two search tools returned
comparably relevant results, students’ complaints
about “usability issues” of Primo influenced their perception regarding the relevance of results.40 This study
illustrates how relevancy is both subjective and contextual. In another study, Singley compared how well
different discovery services, and Google, performed
in finding known items. Problematic queries were
chosen, such as: one-word searches, citation searches
copied from a bibliography, ISBN searches, and titles
with stop words. Although the results of her study are
limited due to the sample size, they do suggest that
discovery services have a lot of work to do in terms
of providing relevant results for known items and in
ensuring that local print content is discoverable.41

Methods
This study builds upon existing research and uses the
methods discussed in the review of literature (TLA,
classification of queries, and rating the relevance of
results) in order to better understand (1) user search
behavior within discovery services and (2) why cer-
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tain searches are successful and others are not. A fourstep process was developed in order to carry out the
study. First, we compiled a random sample of known
item queries from USC’s Summon transactions logs,
and then we replicated those queries in Summon,
Google and Google Scholar. We then rated the results
returned by each search tool according to a set of relevancy categories. Lastly, in order to address the possible influence of user search behavior on the outcome
of a search, we recorded information about the queries, including: (1) the type of search executed, (2) the
number of words in each query, (3) the formats being
searched for, and (4) the presence of user input errors.
In this paper we will be elaborating on how the first
category—type of search executed—contributes to
the success or failure of known item searches. Types of
searches identified were: (1) advanced/field searches,
(2) title searches (either copy and pasted or manually
entered), (3) searches with two metadata elements, (4)
formatted citations copied and pasted (with three or
more metadata elements), (5) numeric queries, and
(6) periodical/database title searches.

Definitions: Known Items and Relevancy
Following the methodology of our earlier study,42 we
defined known item searches as being specific enough
for us to recognize a definitive match. Searches that resulted in numerous exact matches, but were very general, were not categorized as known items (for example, “Catherine the Great” or “Ancient Civilization”).
We also looked for visual clues to help us confirm if
a query was for a known item, such as: capitalization
of major words, punctuation (colons), phrases like,
“Introduction to” or “Third Edition,” or formatting,
including author initials or dates in parentheses.43
A “systems-oriented relevance” decision-making
process was utilized which allowed us to rate results
without knowledge of the context of the original query. Ratings were based solely on whether the query
found a match. A three-level classification scheme
was used to rate the degree of relevancy:44
• Relevant: Assigned if the first or second result was a match for the known item.
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•

Partially Relevant: Assigned if the known
item found a match in the 3rd-10th results.
• Not relevant: Assigned if the known item was
not listed in the first 10 results or no results
were returned.
When determining the relevancy of Google and
Google Scholar’s results, a full-text match was not required. A result was considered relevant if the full text
was freely available or for a fee. In addition, a catalog
record alerting the user of the known item’s existence
and availability was also considered a match. If a result
only included a citation or description of a topic related to the known item but did not provide information
about how to access/obtain the full text, it was not
considered relevant (Wikipedia and course syllabi for
instance). The following sources were all considered
relevant matches when searching Google and Google
Scholar for known items: bookstores (Amazon), university/faculty websites including institutional repositories, journal or publisher websites, library catalogs
(WorldCat), free or subscription article databases (JSTOR, Pubmed), digital archives (Internet Archive or
Google Books), academic social networking sites (Researchgate, Mendeley), media sites (Youtube or imdb.
com), and commercial or for-profit websites.
Similar to McKay and Buchanan,45 we examined
the initial searches executed using the default settings of each search tool unless the query included
advanced search commands. In those cases we reexecuted the search using the advanced search page
if there was one available with applicable fields (i.e,
Google Scholar has an author and date field but no
title field; Google’s advanced search form does not include the fields used in any of the Summon queries).
If a field search option did not exist we stripped the
command language out of the query before entering
it in the basic search box. We decided not to examine search refinements as we concurred with Lau and
Goh46 and Niu, Zhang and Chen,47 that the first search
attempt is of the utmost importance. We also adhered
to the logic of only reviewing the first ten results,48 as
the majority of users select items found on the first
page of results.49
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Inter-rater Reliability
Recognizing that rating relevancy can be subjective
and contextual, the authors separately executed and
rated the same batch of twenty queries, compared
ratings, and then made adjustments to the rubric in
order to ensure a high level of agreement. We measured our inter-rater reliability using Cohen’s kappa
statistic, which was “designed to estimate the degree
of consensus between two judges” after correcting
for agreement by chance.50 We achieved a nearly perfect agreement with a 0.81 Cohen kappa. This level of
agreement was likely due to the fact that known item
searches are straightforward (you either find a match
or you do not).

Sample
We extracted search queries entered into USC’s
Summon instance over the course of the Fall 2014
semester. There were a total of 1,194,263 queries
conducted during this four-month period, and of
those, 433,863 were unique. In order to achieve a
95 percent confidence level and a 5 percent margin
of error, we needed to analyze a random sample of
384 queries.51 Since our study was focused on only

known item searches, we had to conduct a multistep process to get our final sample. We pulled out
a random sample of 1,150 queries, and then manually reviewed them until we found 384 known item
queries.52 We eliminated 22 queries from our sample that contained unrecognizable characters that
would likely negatively influence the outcome of a
search. In order to make a comparison about the
success or failure of the searches in Summon, we
also removed the queries for known items USC did
not own (63 items). This left us with a final sample
of 299 queries.

Findings
Relevancy of Known Item Queries
Out of the 299 queries, Summon returned relevant
results 74 percent of the time and results that were
not relevant 19 percent of the time (figure 1). Google
Scholar had the same percentage of relevant results as
Summon (74 percent) but had the most failed searches of the three search tools (23 percent). In stark contrast, Google delivered relevant results 91 percent of
the time and only failed to return relevant results 2
percent of the time.

FIGURE 1
Relevancy of Results for Known Item Searches (n=299)
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Relevancy of Scholarly Known Item Queries
This initial comparison included 21 queries that were
for “non-scholarly” formats that Google Scholar
would, by definition, be less likely to index (these included: videos, journal titles, databases, and sound
recordings). With these non-scholarly formats eliminated, Summon returned relevant results 76 percent
of the time and results that were not relevant 17 percent of the time (figure 2). With non-scholarly items
removed, Google Scholar’s performance also increased slightly (although not a statistically significant
increase) to 79 percent relevant results and 17 percent
failed searches. Google’s performance remained the
same (91 percent of results were relevant). From these
findings, it is not surprising that Google is so often
the first choice, regardless of the age group, experience level, or information need of the user.53 Finding
that a discovery service provides comparably relevant
results to Google Scholar confirms Zhang’s findings.54

Impact of Search Type on Relevancy
As a first step towards understanding why Summon
was successful (or unsuccessful) in returning relevant
results when searching for known items, we examined
how the type of search executed impacted the relevancy of results. For the sake of comparison across all
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search tools we only examined scholarly known items
(278), since including all queries (299) would not
have made a discernable difference. We categorized
all queries by search type (figure 3), and found that
the two most commonly utilized were title searches
(66 percent) and those with two metadata elements
(author/title, title/date, title/URL, and article title/
journal title) (25 percent).
Of all the search types, the two that were most
successful in returning relevant results in Summon
were title searches and advanced/field searches: 90
percent and 89 percent respectively (figure 4). Both
Google and Google Scholar also performed well on
title searches (95 percent and 86 percent). Despite the
high relevancy achieved by advanced/field searches,
they only comprised 3 percent of all known item
searches (figure 3). It was somewhat surprising to find
that Summon outperformed Google on advanced/
field searches, with Google only returning relevant
results 67 percent (6/9) of the time. This is likely because, as mentioned earlier, Google does not offer
precision field searching (comparable to library databases), and thus searches were input via the basic
search option. Google’s performance on these searches was also worse than Google Scholar’s, which was
100 percent successful in delivering relevant results

FIGURE 2
Relevancy of Results for Known Item Searches: Scholarly Items (n=278)
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FIGURE 3
Types of Searches Executed: Scholarly Known
Items (n=278)

(9/9). These findings highlight the power and usefulness of field searching, something librarians will not
be surprised about.
The third most successful search type for Summon were numeric queries, which found relevant results 67 percent (4/6) of the time. This time Summon
outperformed Google Scholar, which was only successful for 17 percent (1/6) of these queries. Google
came in first (again) for queries with these search
types: 83 percent (5/6).

Summon was least successful on searches that
included three or more metadata elements, copied
and pasted, and often including abbreviations and
other formatting (figure 5). 73 percent (8/11) of
these searches failed to find relevant results in Summon.
Somewhat surprising was that 32 percent (22/69)
of the queries with two metadata elements failed to
find relevant results. Of all the queries with two citation elements (69), 91 percent (63/69) were a variation
of author/title searches. The author/title combination
turns out to be the main cause of failed searches when
two metadata elements are included in a search: 96
percent (21/22). On closer examination, queries that
include the author’s first and last names resulted
in a failed search 42 percent (15/36) of the time. In
contrast, queries that only included the author’s last
name/title, only had a 22 percent failure rate (6/27).
When combined, any query with two or more metadata elements made up 64 percent (30/47) of all failed
searches in Summon even though these two search
types comprise only 29 percent (80/278) of all search
queries (figure 4). These findings corroborate McKay
and Buchanan’s findings that “the greater the number
of metadata types, the more likely the search was to
fail.”55

FIGURE 4
Relevant Results for Known Items by Search Type: Scholarly Sources (n=278)
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FIGURE 5
Example of a Formatted Citation Query with Three
or More Metadata Elements

Discussion
The practice of users copying and pasting entire unedited and formatted citations into a library’s unified
search box has been documented in several recent
studies.56 One novel approach to dealing with this user
behavior was taken by Mike DeMars who attempted
to imitate Google, by “fixing the bad searches” that
users were entering into his library’s discovery layer.
He developed an automated program that looked for
errors or problematic queries, and then “scrubbed”
them before passing the revised query on to the discovery service. For formatted citations the program
looked for “predictable patterns” within APA citations
(the most commonly used citation style at his institution). Once the program recognized the APA pattern
it stripped out everything but the title of the known
item before passing it on to the discovery service.
And as our study has shown, title searches are among
the most likely search types to retrieve relevant results. DeMars reported that since implementing this
“scrubber page” over 1,400 APA formatted citation
queries were revised for users “who otherwise may
have come to [the library] been frustrated and left and
gone to Google.”57
McKay and Buchanan found that the only search
tool that performed well for citation searches was
Google Scholar (they did not look at Google).58 Yet in
our study, Google Scholar’s performance was not stellar, failing to return relevant results 64 percent (7/11)
of the time. Google on the other hand, only failed to
return relevant results for 27 percent (3/11) of the formatted citation searches (this was the search type that
Google performed the worst on—figure 3). It is interesting to note that reducing the number of metadata
elements in these failed queries (to three) reversed the
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outcome: relevant results were found. Thus, it appears
that even Google has a limit to how many formatted
metadata elements it can handle.
We found that the type of search a user executes
does have an impact on the relevancy of results returned, in both discovery systems and in Google and
Google Scholar. As a result, a best practice that emerges is to only enter one metadata element (the title)
when searching for known items in a discovery layer.
Discovery vendors should investigate ways to adapt to
searching behavior so that, regardless of the number
of metadata elements included in a query (whether
formatted or not), the relevancy of results will not
suffer. Given the comparable performance of discovery services to Google Scholar, in both this study and
Zhang’s,59 and the daunting task of bridging the relevancy gap with Google, some have begun wondering
if libraries should “cede discovery as a function and
rely on Google.”60 While this is not likely to happen,
it provides some added motivation for both libraries
and vendors to make more significant strides in improving overall discovery and delivery of content.

Relevant Futures
This study set out to find out how well USC’s discovery system performed in returning relevant results
for known items. Our findings reveal that Summon
provides disappointingly average relevancy for users searching for known items (76 percent). In terms
of relevancy, the results returned by Summon are,
however, an improvement over the results users
encounter(ed) when searching traditional library catalogs.61 It appears that teaching library “machines”62 to
become better at understanding and adapting to user
search behaviors might be as challenging as teaching
users’ to become better searchers.
Another option to consider, when attempting
to improve the relevancy of results provided by library search tools, is incorporating personalization
features. Since 2009 Google has been providing customized results based on previous actions taken by
users.63 Today, just about every online service, from
e-commerce to news and social media sites provide
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results enhanced by incorporating various levels of
user data.64 Yet, personalization, which requires the
tracking of user data, is something libraries have
been slow to consider, in part due to privacy concerns.65 These concerns can be mitigated by carefully
and conscientiously leveraging less sensitive usage
data and by setting up a transparent opt-in/opt-out
system.66 Attitudes towards personalization appear
to be shifting as more and more librarians and academics are prodding libraries to harness the power
of user data to provide more relevant and meaningful
results.67 One recent proposal, made by David Weinberger from Harvard’s Berkman Center for Internet
and Society, was to create a “stackscore” which would
signify “how relevant an item is to the library’s patrons as measured by how they’ve used it.”68 He lists
numerous datasets that are either already being collected or that could be easily obtained, which could
be factored into developing this score, from renewals
and recalls to readings listed on a syllabus. Commercial interests motivated the initial push towards offering personalized services, but bringing personalization technologies into libraries holds the promise of
enhancing the breadth, depth, and reach of scholarship and scholarly communication in new and exciting ways.
If libraries are to remain relevant in the lives
of students and researchers, they must adapt and
evolve. When users experience a heightened level of
personalized service in almost every other aspect of
their lives, and then use a library discovery system,
only to encounter “unexpected” or irrelevant results,
their impression will likely be that our systems (and
services) are out of date or broken.69 Part of Google’s
success is due to its use of personal data to enhance
the relevancy of search results for each individual
user. Libraries will never succeed in providing a truly Google-like search experience without moving in
this direction. By offering personalized search systems, libraries will be better able to serve their users,
not just in leading them to relevant content, but in
anticipating and meeting their future information
needs.
ACRL 2015
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